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DESCRIPTION OF THE WORLD DATA CENTER SYSTEM

The World Data Centers (WDCs) were established in 1957 to provide archives for the observational data resulting from the International Geophysical Year (IGY). In 1958 the WDCs were invoked to deal with the data resulting from the International Geophysical Cooperation 1959, the one-year extension of the IGY. In 1960, the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) Comité International de Géophysique (CIG) invited the scientific community to continue to send to the WDCs similar kinds of data from observations in 1960 and following years, and undertook to provide a revised Guide to International Data Exchange for that purpose. In parallel the CIC inquired of the IGY WDCs whether they were willing to treat the post-IGY data; with few exceptions, the WDCs agreed to do so. Thus the WDCs have been serving the scientific community continuously since the IGY, and many of them archive data for earlier periods.

In November 1987 the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) Panel on World Data Centers prepared a new version of the Guide to International Data Exchange, originally published in 1957, and revised in 1963, 1973 and 1979. The new publication, Guide to the World Data Center System, Part 1, The World Data Centers (General Principles, Locations and Services) was issued by the Secretariat of the ICSU Panel on World Data Centers. This new version of the Guide contains descriptions of each of the twenty-seven currently operating disciplinary centers, with address, telephone, telex, and contact persons listed. The reader is referred to the new Guide for descriptions of the responsibilities of the WDCs, the exchange of data between them, contribution of data to WDCs, and the dissemination of data by them. The WDCs for Glaciology are listed below.

World Data Center A for Glaciology [Snow and Ice]

Address: WDC-A for Glaciology
CIRSES, Campus Box 449
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0449
USA

Telephone: (303)492-5171
Telex: 257673 WDCA UR
Telefax: (303)497-6513
Network Address: [NSIDC/OMNET] MAIL/USA
VAX Mail (via SPAN) KRYOS::NSIDC
Director: Dr. R.C. Barry
World Data Center B1

Address: World Data Center B1 for Glaciology
         Molodezhnaya 3
         Moscow 117296
         USSR

Telephone: 130-05-87
Telex: 411478 SGC SU
Director: Dr. V.I. Smirnov

World Data Center C for Glaciology

Address: WDC-C for Glaciology
         Scott Polar Research Institute
         Lensfield Road
         Cambridge CB2 1ER
         UNITED KINGDOM

Telephone: (0223)336556
Telex: 81240 CAMSPL G
Network Address: (JANET)ADM13@UK.AC.CAMBRIDGE.PHOENIX
Manager: Mrs. Ailsa D. Macqueen

The following organization provides international data services including
data analyses and preparation of specialized data products. It merges the
previous activity of the Permanent Service on the Fluctuations of Glaciers and
the Temporary Technical Secretariat for World Glacier Inventory. These activ-
ities are not part of the WDC system but the center cooperates with WDCs in
the discipline. Users wishing assistance in seeking data or services from
this group may contact an appropriate WDC.

World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS)

Dr. W. Haebel 
Section of Glaciology
VAW/ETH, ETH Zentrum
8092 Zurich
SWITZERLAND

1Adapted from Guide to the World Data Center System. Part 1. The World Data
Centers (General Principles, Locations and Services). International Council
Foreword

This Data Report extends the bibliography prepared for the Fourth International Conference on Permafrost in July 1983 and published as Glaciological Data, Report GD-14. The bibliography covers the topics of permafrost, ground ice, frozen soils, engineering and geocryology. In addition to literature published since 1982, we have been able to include numerous Soviet references thanks to the kind assistance of Dr. P.I. Melnikov and Dr. N.A. Grave, USSR Academy of Sciences. The listings cover approximately 3300 references, indicating the continuing high level of interest in this field.

We hope that the information provided will contribute to the success of the Fifth International Conference being held in Trondheim, Norway, in August 1988, and will assist all scientists and engineers concerned with permafrost-related problems. We encourage the continued submission of published research and data-related materials on these topics to the World Data Center for incorporation into our computerized bibliographic system.

The bibliography was compiled by Ann M. Brennan of the WDC staff, ably supported by Claire S. Hanson, David Hendrix and Carol Pedigo. We thank Geza Thuronyi and Natalie Voshinin of the Cold Regions Bibliography Project, Library of Congress, for their considerable assistance. Dr. Jerry Brown, National Science Foundation, Division of Polar Programs and A.J. Roberto and Nancy Liston of the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) provided encouragement in the preparation of the bibliography. We are especially grateful to CRREL for funding the publication of “Permafrost Bibliography Update, 1983-1987.”

Roger G. Barry
Director
WDC-A for Glaciology [Snow and Ice]
National Snow and Ice Data Center
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PERMAFROST BIBLIOGRAPHY UPDATE
1983-1987

Introduction

This bibliography provides a supplement to “Permafrost: A Bibliography, 1978-1982” published in Glaciological Data, Report GD-14. It covers the range of permafrost-related literature published from 1983 through 1987. We have included some citations for materials published in 1982. We were aided in this by Dr. P.I. Melnikov and Dr. N.A. Grave of the USSR Academy of Sciences. They reviewed the first bibliography and gave us a listing of 1982 Soviet publications which had been omitted.

The bibliography is presented in two sections, a categorized subject listing and an author index. The subject categories used are from the Cold Regions Bibliography Project Thesaurus. A listing of these categories used and the page on which they begin is given on pages 3-4.

We have attempted to be as comprehensive as possible by searching a variety of data sources and using broad subject categories. The major on line sources searched are:

COLD (Bibliography of Cold Regions Science and Technology)
GEOREF
GEOARCHIVE
NTIS (U.S. National Technical Information Service)
Dissertation Abstracts
Compendex (Engineering Index)
Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts
INSPEC
Citation (WDC/NSIDC).

Because we do not have all of the original material in hand, we cannot be certain of the completeness of each citation. However, every effort has been made to ensure accuracy.

We would appreciate your comments on the bibliography - on references we have not included, sources not searched, or subject areas which were not adequately covered. We plan to keep the “Permafrost Bibliography” up-to-date and your suggestions are welcome.

Ann M. Brennan
Compiler
Subject Categories

Active layer - 5
Artificial freezing - 7
Artificial thawing - 8
Aench marks - 8
Bibliographies - 8
Blasting - 9
Bridges - 9
Buildings - 10
Construction - 13
Construction equipment - 17
Cryogenic soils - 20
Dams - 23
Dielectric properties - 25
Drills/drilling - 26
Economic development - 28
Electric power - 30
Electrical grounding - 31
Electrical resistivity - 32
Electromagnetic prospecting - 33
Embankments - 33
Engineering - 34
Environmental impact - 36
Environmental protection - 40
Excavation - 42
Extraterrestrial ice - 45
Foundations - 48
Freeze thaw cycles - 53
Frost action - 54
Frost heave - 55
Frost mounds - 59
Frost penetration - 60
Frozen fines - 61
Frozen ground chemistry - 62
Frozen ground mechanics - 62
Frozen ground physics - 66
Frozen ground strength - 67
Frozen ground temperature - 70
Frozen rocks - 71
Geochemistry - 72
Geocyrology - 73
Geomorphology - 75
Geophysical surveys - 75
Ground ice - 76
Ground thawing - 79
Ground water - 80
Heat transfer - 81
Hydrates - 84
Hydrology - 84
Ice wedges - 86
Loess - 87
Mapping - 88
Meetings - 90
Mining - 91
Naleds - 95
Offshore operations - 98
Paleoclimatology - 98
Peat - 100
Periglacial features - 102
Periglacial processes - 103
Permafrost bases - 107
Permafrost beneath lakes - 108
Permafrost beneath rivers - 110
Permafrost depth - 110
Permafrost distribution - 111
Permafrost hydrology - 119
Permafrost origin - 128
Permafrost physics - 131
Permafrost preservation - 132
Permafrost structure - 133
Permafrost thermal properties - 137
Permafrost thickness - 139
Permafrost weathering - 140
Petroleum industry - 141
Piles - 141
Pingos - 144
Pipelines - 145
Plant ecology - 150
Railroads - 155
Reclamation - 156
Remote sensing - 157
Research programs/projects - 160
Reservoirs - 161
• ACTIVE LAYER


BARANTSEVA, L.S. (1983) STRUKTURA RASTITEL’NOSTI I RESURSY BOLOT KARELII, (VEGETATION STRUCTURE AND RESOURCES OF KARELIAN SWAPS.) PETROZAVODSK, 177P.

BURN, C.R. (1986) ON THE ORIGIN OF AGGRADATIONAL ICE IN PERMAFROST. OTTAWA, CARLETON UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, 222P.


DENISOV, G.V. (1983) TRAVOSEIANIE V ZONE VECHNOY MERZLOTY (EKOLOGO-BIOLOGICHESKIE OSNOVY) (GRASS SEEDING IN PERMAFROST AREAS [ECOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES]).) NOVOSIBIRSK, NAUKA 241P.


**ARTIFICIAL FREEZING**


• ARTIFICIAL THAWING
MAKSIEMENKO, E.S. (1985) COMBINED METHOD FOR ELECTRIC THAWING OF PERMAFROST FOUNDATION BEDS. SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERING, 21(6) P.261-263.

• BENCH MARKS

• BIBLIOGRAPHIES
ALASKA. UNIVERSITY. ARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION AND DATA CENTER. (1979) BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEX OF INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS INFORMATION ON THE NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH COASTAL RESOURCE DISTRICT: CANNING RIVER-KUPARUK RIVER, 60P.
- BLASTING


SKORBOGATOV, V.M. (1985) MEKHANIZATSIYA TEKhnologicheskikh PROTsessov VZRYVNYKH RABOT, (MECHANIZATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN BLASTING.) VZRYVNOE DELO, NO.87/4, 272P.

- BRIDGES


SHESTEROPOV, G.S. (1984) SEISMOSTOIKOST’ MOSTOV, (SEISMIC STABILITY OF BRIDGES.) MOSCOW, TRANSPORT, 143P.


• BUILDINGS


PILARSKI, L. (1985) TENDONS ANCHOR SWISS RESTAURANT INTO MOUNTAIN. ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, 216(20), P.55.


SAMARIN, S.A. (1985) UCHET SEISMICHESKIKH VOZDEI'STVII PRI PROEKTIROVANII OGRAZHDAIUSCHIKH KONSTRUKTSII ZDANII, (ALLOWING FOR SEISMIC EFFECTS WHEN DESIGNING BUILDING ENCLOSURES),


SMIRNOVA, E.A. (1984) IZ OPYTA FORMIROVANIIA PRIZHELEZNODOROZHNYYKH KOMPLEKSOV TRANSI-

BIRSKOY MAGISTRALI, (EXPERIENCE OF BUILDING STRUCTURAL COMPLEXES ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSibirIAN MAIN RAILROAD.) RUSSIA. MINISTERSTVO VYSHEGO I SREDNEGO SPETSIAL'NOGO OBRAZOVANIIA. IZVESTIIA VYSSHIIKH UCHENYKH ZAVEDENII. STROITEL'STVO I ARKHITEKTURA, NO.6, P.60-64.


TANKAIAN, V.G. (1984) O SOVERSHENSTVOVANII NOMENKLATURE BLOK-SEKTSII DLIA ZHILYKH DO-

MOV NA KRAINEM SEVERE, (IMPROVING THE RANGE OF BLOCK SECTIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL HOUSES IN THE FAR NORTH.) ZHILISHCHNOE STROITEL'STVO, NO.11, P.3-5.

VOZHOV, A. (1984) POVSJCHOST' INDUSTRIAL'NOST' ZHILISHCHNOGO STROITEL'STVA NA SEVERE, (IN-

CREASING PREFABRICATION IN RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION IN THE NORTH.) NA STROIKAH ROSSI, NO.3, P.38-41.

XU, Y.Z., WANG, Z.Q. (1984) BEHAVIOR OF HOUSE ON SEASONALLY FROZEN GROUND, IN: INTERNA-

TIONAL CONFERENCE ON CASE HISTORIES IN GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING, 4TH, ST. LOUIS, MO, MAY 6-11, 1984, PARKASH, S., ED. UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA, P.1265-1268.


ZOSHCHEK, V.T., IANCHENKO, O.M., IL'INSKAIA, T.F. (1982) STROITEL'STVO V USLOVIYKH TVER-

DOMERZYUKH SIL'NOL'DISTYKHZ GRUNTOV POLUOSTROVA IAMAL, (CONSTRUCTION ON HARD FROZEN GROUND WITH HIGH ICE CONTENT, ON THE YAMAL PENINSULA.) PROMYSHLENNOE STROITEL'STVO, NO.4, P.19-21.

• CONSTRUCTION


AIZENBERG, G.B., IAKUSHEVSKII, L.E. (1984) KRUPNOBLOCHNYE ZHILYE DOMA DLIA SEVERA, (PRE-

FABRICATION OF LARGE-BLOCK RESIDENTIAL HOUSES FOR THE NORTH.) ZHILISHCHNOE STROITEL'STVO, NO.10, P.14-16.

AKIMOVA, L.D. (1984) TEKHTNOLOGIIA STROITEL'NOGO PROIZVODSTVA V ZIMNIKH USLOVIYAH, (TECH-

NOLOGY OF CONSTRUCTION UNDER WINTER CONDITIONS.) LENINGRAD, STROIIZDAT, 264P.


Andrienko, V.G. (1985) INDUSTRIALIZATSIIA STROITEL'STVA OB'EKTOV NEFTIANOI I GAZOVOI PROMYSH-

LENNOSTI, (INDUSTRIALIZED CONSTRUCTION OF PETROLEUM INDUSTRY OBJECTS.) MOSCOW, NE-

DRA, 342P

ANON. (1984) ALASKA TESTLAB: HELPING CONTRACTORS AVOID COSTLY MISTAKES. ALASKA CON-

STRUCTION AND OIL, 25(7), P.36-40.


BATALIN, IUI.P. (1983) RAZVITIE KOMPLEKTNYO-BLOCHNOGO STROITEL'STVA NEFTEGAZOVOYKH OB'EKTOV, (DEVELOPMENT OF MODULAR CONSTRUCTION ON OIL AND GAS FIELDS.) STROITEL'STVO TRUBO-

PROVODOV, NO.6, P.2-6.

BELOTSEKOVSKAIA, G.V., PONOMAREV, V.D. (1985) SELECTION OF METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION ON PERMAFROST SOILS. SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERING, 22(6), P.205-209.


CHERNAVSKI, V.P., TSVELODUB, B.I., TAITS, V.G. (1987) SOORUZHENIE ZEMI'ANO GO POLOTNA BAikalO-AMURSKOI MAGISTRALI, (ROADBED CONSTRUCTION FOR THE BAYKAL-AMUR MAINLINE.) MOSCOW, TRANSPORT, 160P.


GONCHAROV, V.V. (1985) STROI'TEL'STOV PORTA, (CONSTRUCTION OF PORTS.) TRANSPORTNOE STROI'-
GORELOV, L.N., CHERNIKOV, V.E., IAGUSHKIN, A.I. (1983) USTROISTVO OBRATNYKH ZASYPOK, (BACK-
FILLS.) ENERGETICHESKOE STROI'TEL'STOV, NO.9, P.45-47.
IEVLEV, V.V., IVONIN, V.A. (1985) NEKOTORYE VOPROSY STROI'TEL' STVO PODSTANII S V SEVERNYKH
RAIONAKH, (PROBLEMS IN CONSTRUCTION OF SUB-STATIONS IN NORTHERN REGIONS.) ENERGETICH-
ESKOE STROI'TEL'STOV, NO.12, P.43-44.
IVANOV, O.S. (1985) MONOLITNYI BETON V RAIONAKH KRAINEGO SEVERA, (MONOLITHIC CONCRETE
USED IN THE FAR NORTH.) PROMYSHLENNOM STROI'TEL'STOV, NO.1, P.34.
IZMAILOV, L.I. (1985) KOLICHENSTVENNOE SEISMOLOGIYA I SEISMOPOLOGII STROI'TEL'STOV NA DALL'NEM
TEZYI DOKLADOV, (QUANTITATIVE SEISMOLOGY AND AEROSMOTIC CONSTRUCTION IN THE FAR EAST.
SUMMARIES OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE SCIENTIFIC SESSION OF THE FAR EASTERN SECTION
OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL COUNCIL ON SEISMOLOGY AND AEROSMOTIC.) IUZHNO-SAKHALINSK, 127P.
KAITUN, A.D. (1982) EKSPEDITIONNO-VAKHTTOVOE STROI'TEL'STOV V ZAPADNOI SIBIRI, (EXPEDITIONS
AND OUTPOSTS FOR CONSTRUCTION IN WESTERN SIBERIA.) LENINGRAD, STROIITZDAT, 176P.
KARLOVSKI, V.F. (1984) STROI'TEL'STOV ZAKRTOI OSIUSHFEL'NOI SETI, (CONSTRUCTION OF SUB-
SURFACE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS.) MOSCOW, KOLOS, 111P.
KASPERJUK, P.I. (1987) PERSPEKTIVY ISPOL'ZOVANIIA MESTNYH STROI'TEL'NYKH MATERIALOV V
ZAPADNOI SIBIRI, PROSPECTS FOR USING LOCAL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS IN WESTERN SIBERIA.
KATKOV, D.A. (1983) POVYSHENIE ZAVODSKII GITOVNOSTI IZDELII KRUPNOBLOCHHNOGO I KRUPNO
PANEL'NOE OBOZHIHII, (IMPROVING THE FACTORY-FURNISHED ITEMS OF MODULAR AND LARGE-PANEL
CONSTRUCTION.) STROI'TEL'STOV TRUBOPROVODOV, NO.10, P.24-25.
KATUNIN, I.M. (1984) VOZMOZHNOSTI ZODANIIA L'DOGRUNOVYKH SOORUZHENII PRI OBSTROIITSE
IAMBURGSKOGO GAZOKONDENSATNOGO MESTOROZHDENIIA, (POSSIBILITIES OF ERECTING FROZEN
GROUND STRUCTURES IN THE YAMBURG GAS CONDENSATE FIELD.) STROI'TEL'STOV TRUBOPROVODOV,
NO.2, P.18-19.
KING, R.J. (1983) CORROSION OF CARBON STEEL WELDMENTS IN PERMAFROST. UNIVERSITY OF CAL-
GARY, CANADA. PH.D. DISSERTATION, UNPAGED.
KLENOV, V.V. (1983) OSOBOENNOSTI PODGOTOVITEL'NOG PERIODA STROI'TEL'STOVA V SUROVYKH
PRIRODNO-KLIMATICHESKIIH USLOVIYAH, (PECULARITIES OF THE PREPARATION PERIOD FOR CON-
STRUCTION UNDER NATURAL AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.) MOSCOW. INSTITUT INZHENEROV
ZHELEZNODOROZHNOGO TRANSPORTA. TRUDY, VOL.722, P.104-106.
SEVERE, (TECHNICAL MELIORATION OF SOILS FOR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION IN THE NORTH.)
ENERGETICHESKOE STROI'TEL'STOV, NO.7, P.59-63.
KRYLOV, B.A., SITNIKOV, I.V. (1984) OSOBOENNOSTI PRIMENENIIA BETONOBO NA NTCH ZIMNIKH USLOVI-
IYAH, (PECULARITIES OF USING CONCRETES WITH NTCH CEMENTS IN FREEZING WEATHER.) BETON
I ZHELEZOBETON, NO.4, P.41-42.
KUDOSYAROV, L.I. (1983) MAIN DIRECTIONS IN EFFICIENT DAM CONSTRUCTION IN THE NORTH. HY-
DROTECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION, 17(7), P.341-346.
KUDOSYAROV, L.I. (1983) NEKOTORYE NAPRAVLENIYA RAZRABOTKI EFEKTIVNOI TEKNOLOGII STROI-
TEL'STVA PLOTIN NA SEVERE, (TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY OF DAM
CONSTRUCTION IN THE NORTH.) ENERGETICHESKOE STROI'TEL'STOV, NO.6, P.45-47.
KUNTSEVICH, O.V. (1983) BETONY VYSOKOI MORROSTOIKOSTI DLA SOORUZHENII KRAINEGO SEV-
ERA (HIGH FROZEN-RESISTANCE CONCRETE FOR CONSTRUCTION IN THE FAR NORTH.) LENINGRAD,
STROIITZDAT, 131P.
KUZNETSOVA, O.L. (1984) OTSENKA EFEKTIVNOSTI KOMPLEKTNEO-BLOCHNOGO OBUSTROIITSE MESTOROZHD-
DENII ZAPADNOI SIBIRI S UCHETOM SOTSIAL'NYKH REZUL'TATOV, (EVALUATING THE EFFICIENCY OF
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION ON OIL FIELDS OF WESTERN SIBERIA ALLOWING FOR SOCIAL EFFECTS.)
LAVIEILLE, C.C., GLADDEN, S.C., ZEMAN, A.R. (1983) NUJOSUT AIRPORT DREDGE PROJECT, IN: INTER-
ATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PERMAFROST, 4TH, FAIRBANKS, AK, JULY 17-22, 1983. PROCEEDINGS.
WASHINGTON, DC. NATIONAL ACADEMY PRESS, P.689-694.


SHUL'MAN, S.A., TKACHENKO, S.S. (1984) TIPOVOYE PROEKTIROVANIIE I RAZRABOTKA NOVYKH KON-
STRUKTSII ISKUSSTVENNYKH SOORUZHENII BAMA, (STANDARD CODES AND NEW DESIGN OF ARTIF-
SObCHENKO, M.S., ODINOKOV, V.A. (1985) PROEKTIROVANIIE VAKHTOVYKH POSELKOV, (DESIGN OF
SETTLEMENTS FOR MOBILE CREWS.) TRANSPORTNOE STROI'TEL'STVO, NO.4, P.29-30.
STRUBTSNOVA, L.M. (1984) TSENA I EFFEKTIVNOST' STROI'TEL'NOGO PROIZVODSTVA V USLOVIIAK
ZAPADNOI SIBIRI, (COST AND EFFICIENCY OF CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY UNDER CONDITIONS OF
WESTERN SIBERIA.) MOSCOW, NEDRA, 97P.
TART, R.G., JR. (1983) WINTER CONSTRUCTED GRAVEL ISLANDS, IN: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
PERMAFROST, 4TH, FAIRBANKS, AK, JULY 17-22, 1983. PROCEEDINGS. WASHINGTON, DC. NATIONAL
ACADEMY PRESS, P.1233-1238.
UPirov, P.P. (1982) ORGANIZATSIIA MEKHANIZATSIIA I EKONOMIKA STROI'TEL' STVA V RAIONAKH
VOSTOCHOI SIBIRI I KRAINEGO SEVERA, (ORGANIZATION, EQUIPMENT AND ECONOMICS OF CON-
STRUCTION IN EASTERN SIBERIA AND THE FAR NORTH.) KRASNOYARSK, 171P.
VASIL'EV, N.P. (1985) RAZVITIE METODOV STROI'TEL' STVA PROMYSLOVYKH TRUBOPROPODNOV, (DE-
VELOPING CONSTRUCTION METHODS FOR INDUSTRIAL PIPELINES.) STROI'TEL'STVO TRUBOPROPODNOV,
NO.5, P.37-38.
DLIA SROVYKH KLIMATICHESKIIH USLOVII, (DESIGNING WATER TOWERS FOR SEVERE CLIMATIC
WHITE, W.E., KING, R.J. (1983) PITTING CORROSION OF CARBON STEEL WELDMENTS IN PERMAFROST,
IN: MICROSTRUCTURAL SCIENCE. VOL.11. ANNUAL TECHNICAL MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
WOJOK, A.S.E., JARRETT, P.M., BEATY, A.N.S. (1983) COLD-MIX ASPHALT STABILIZATION IN COLD
REGIONS, IN: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PERMAFROST, 4TH, FAIRBANKS, AK, JULY 17-22, 1983.
PROCEEDINGS. WASHINGTON, DC. NATIONAL ACADEMY PRESS, P.1402-1406.
THE ARCTIC BASIN), IN: KRIOGENNYE PROTSESSY I IAVLENIIA V SIBIRI (CRYOGENIC PROCESSES AND
ZLATINSKAI'A, T.V., DIKUN, A.D. (1984) EKSPLUATATSIIONNYE SVOISTVA GAZOZOBETONA V ORGRAZ-
DAIUSHCHIKH KONSTRUKTSIIAKH NA KRAINEM SEVERE, (STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF AERATED
ASH CONCRETES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF ENCLOSURES IN THE FAR NORTH.) STROI'TEL'NYE MA-
TERIALY, NO.5, P.11-12.
TSILINDRICHESKIH UNIFITSIROVANNYKH BLOKOV, (NEW THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES BASED
ON STANDARD CYLINDRICAL BLOCKS.) STROI'TEL'STVO TRUBOPROPODNOV NO.8, P.16-17.
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